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Fenton lecturer 
speaks on children 
by Jean Graziani 
Robert Coles, M.D., chi ld 
psychologist, author of the 
. Pulitzer Prize-winning Chlldren of 
Crisis, gave the annual· Fenton 
Leclare in the Law School's Moot 
Court Room last week. Coles, 
research psychiatrist at Harvard 
University's Health Servicei, is 
also a poet and literary critic With 
a biography on William Ca\los 
Williams to his credit. 
Coles, defining his orientation 
as that of a scientist-humanist, 
spoke . Oct. 27 about the 
relationship of young people to 
politicaj authority. He told what 
he said was a t~e story indicating 
Judicial candidates 
the way in which a c~[lil 's 
·political perceptions are treiile·d 
by society: 
A Southern multi-mrllionajre 
grower employed largp ..numliers 
of migrant workerS irl "fa'b0r 
campsi" where the working areas 
and living quarters of the m·igrants 
were guarded by truckloads of 
armed men. · 
.The grower 's . te.n ye,ar-old son 
started asking queslfons li ke, 
"Why are there guns on those 
trucks?" · and "Why do migrant 
workers get thrown in jail by the 
sheriff for 6eing sassy - to the 
foreman?" Then . the boy wrote a 
compositioo for school stating 
that the "growers. are bad people 
by Alaine Espenscheid 
Newly-elected Supreme Court 
justices Irving Fudeman and 
William Ostrowski were among 
the judicial candidates 
participating in a pre-election 
discussion on October 26, 
sponsored bv, the National 
Lawyers Guild, NOW, the 
Association of Women Law 
abuse, Ange emphasized that 
"protective orders are a joke/' 
that a change in the law is needed. 
Ange favors evening and 
weekend sessions of Family Court 
to make the court more accessible 
to people. 
Two candidates for City Court 
judgeships, Barbara Sims and 
Students and the Unitarian · ·Maryann Freedman, also answered 
Church. 
Addressing themselves to 
. women's issues in the area of 
family relations law, the 
candidates discussed specific 
questions concerning wife abuse, 
matrimonial actions, child 
custody and support enforcement. 
The judicial hopefuls focused 
on the procedures involved in 
resolving family djsputes including 
the speed ~d eff.,il~•I of 
remedlis available. 
Grace ,Marie Anae, candidate 
for , Family Court Jud&e, 
a,mmented that In a child 
custody determination the only 
matter to be consldered-b "what's 
but for the dllld" - on an 
indivklual ~Is•. ConcernlnK wife 
questions. Sims encouraged 
women to become more inVolved 
in the judicial process. She 
because they don't give decent 
hoUses to the migrant workers, 11 
concJuding, "There is blood on . 
my father 's hands." 
Coles related how the whole 
social mechanism was activated by 
tHe boy's behavior: school 
psychologist reports conten·t of 
comp6sition to the boy's father ; 
• "treati-nent" is c;uggested; boy 
: :-- continued on µciy_e elgnt 
L~brary ,problems 
Student funds available? · 
SBA preside(Jt 
questions Law Review 
allocation 
by R9bert Selcov 
An allocation to Buffalo Low 
Review editors from a :pecial 
fund designated for student needs 
has recently drawn criticism from 
At,,pointments attempt 
. . tem,porary. s-olution 
Mabel Jepson, associate librarian 
and L·ouise Tucker, reference 
librarian , have been named acting 
co-librarians at the SUNYAB Law 
Library. 
Jepson and Tucker were named 
through ,the joint recommenda· 
"'tio/ls of Eldred R. Smith, director' 
o~ the• university Libraries ·ahd Dr. 
Thomas E. Headrick, dean of the 
law School. A Search Committee 
for a permanent law librarian will 
be named in the near future. 
As co-librarians, Jepson and 
Tucker will oversee the operation 
of the Law Library which serves 
420,000 UB students, faculty and 
practicing attorneys throughout 
the area:. 
The 210,000 volume library 
opened in 1973. 
Pre-election session addresses women's issues 
enforcement proceedings were 
jjinadequate as hell." Commenting 
. on changes in the law as a result 
of the women's movement, 
Fudeman pointed to the increase 
in marriage contracts as an 
indication of more equality in the 
marital relationship but cautioned 
against the break-up of the family 
structure. 
Ostrowski did not see any 
possibility that the New York law 
would recognize the crime of rape 
by a husband against a wife and 
cautioned against the use of prose 
default divorces. 
The question and answer 
session provided the 60-70 people 
attending an opportunity to 
evaluate ·the candidates on their 
att itudes toward women's issues 
and the 1; seriousness with which 
they app r oached their 
•esponsibility as judge if elected . 
expressed the feeling . that less ,-------------------------, 
attention should be paid to 
victimless crimes such as 
marijuana possession, homosexual 
behavior and prostitution. 
· Describing jail as a "zoo for 
people," Freedman sugested 
alternative sentences be made 
available and called for a 
comprellensive . ' study of New 
York's sentencing and patole 
sy,tem. 
Candidates for Sute Supreme 
Court attendin& Included Geors• 
Blair, Irvin& Fudeman, William 
Ostrowski and Thom.. McGowan. 
The American College of 
Legal Medicine is now 
accepting applications for the 
1977 Letourneau Award, 
presented annually to the 
outstanding paper on legal 
medicine wrltten by a law 
student in an accredited 
progra·m. A $250 cash 
honorarium and consideration 
for publication in the /oumal 
of Legal M•dlc/ne are made to 
the winner. Deadline: January 
31, 1977. · · 
Lawyers of America offers the 
Enviionmental Law Essay 
Contest. The theme of the 
year's competition is "Nuclear 
Energy: Legal Remedies for 
Lethal Problems." . Prize is 
$1 00 with possibility of 
competition for $S00. National 
winners will be flown to 
Atlanta for the delivery of 
their essays before the 
Environmental Law Section or 
ATLA. Deadline: April 1, 
1977. 
Additional if,formation is 
_lllair noi.d ,thtt the sup~rt ......,_T_h_e_A_s_soc_ia_1_io_n_o_f_T_r1a_1__•_•:..al..;lable=..;in:..Jtoo;;.;;;:..m=3..;1.:.7:...--~ 
Student Bar Association President 
Barry Fertel. 
~ertel has charged that the 
four senior editors received a total 
9f $1 ,000 from the fund despite 
recommendations against the 
all ocation. 
The jaeckle-Abrams Fund, a 
trust fund donated to the Law 
School in 1967 by Edwin F . 
Jaeckle (class of '17) and David 
Abrams, produces approximately 
$10,000 per year to be used at the 
discretion <if the Law School 
Dean to aid students. 
The law School Faculty 
Budget and Policy Review 
Comm itt ee makes 
r cecommendations to the Dean 
concerning how the fund's money 
shou ld be distribut~d. Ordinarily, 
the Dean follows the committee's 
recommendations, b'ut has the 
power himself to decide how the 
money is to be allocated. 
Allocation of a portion of the 
fund to Low Review editors was 
discussed at a meeting last May of 
the Budget and · Policy Review 
Committee. The committee then 
consisted of facu lty members 
William Greiner, Milton Kaplan 
and john Spanogle, and student 
members Thomas Bondy and 
Fertel. 
In past years, the law review 
editor•in-chhif's • summer stipend 
was an estab lished allotment from 
the fund. The purpose of the 
s umm er stipend was to 
compensate those editors of the 
RevJew who had \o sacrifice a 
portion of their summer to engage 
in clerical and editorial work, 
thereby reducing their earning 
capacity during those months. 
Fertel moved that the stipend 
not be given for the upcoming 
summer since, in his estimation, 
"the money no longer served its 
purpose since the senior editors 
h ad al l secured summer 
employment, some at very high 
salaries." 
Fertel said that the Committee 
agreed that the stipend be denied 
absent a greater showing of need 
on the part of the Low Review 
editors. 
Former Law School Dean 
Richard Schwartz, who chaired 
the - Budget and Policy Review 
Committee when the Low Review 
editors' summer stipend decision 
was made, said Friday that Low 
Review Editor-in-Chief Sanford 
Berland wrote him a letter late in 
the summer detailing the manner 
by which the editors had limited 
-contlfWWI on ,-ge eifht 
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Seminar Nov. 11
•C.Onflel,d. chbsen 
Asst. to Dean Tax Reform -Act. '76 
.. .... ..Dean Thomas Headrick recently 
announced the appointment of A seminar on the ne~ l~X­ December 3i·. Ori,n·i~e;, ~/ ;hi Allan L. Canfield as Assistant to seminar have noted that theReform Act of 1976, limited tothe Dean at SUNY at Buffalo changes will have far-reaching
Law School . I'\ t~s new posi­ members of the bar, is set f9r effects and many wills and estate 
tion, Canfield will be responsible November 11 in the Moot Court plans may require review before 
for Student.Affairs, including Room. A seminar on the same the end of the year. 
orientation, commencement, subject for law students will be Professors Lou Del Cotto and 
Student Handbook, and S.C.A.T.E. scheduled for a future date, Ken Joyce and Attorneys Geo.rge
evaluations. He will also serve as according to Jay C. Carlisle, II , Zi mmerman and Gordon MacLeidassistant dean. 
The new laW, among otherstaffperson on the Mitchell will be seminar pane lists, with Lecture Committee. In addition, Professor Al Mugel as moderator.things, drastically changes the Canfield will be assisting Place­ Emphasis ·will be on the problems 
ment Director Jay Carlisle, of ·the general practitioner in
system of taxation of estates and 
gifts and the income taxation ofparticularly by speaking with conforming clients' wills andproperty passing upon death. Thefirst• and second-year students estate plans to the new law. provisions take effect afte r 
w.iConcerning career opportunities. Specific subjects to be 
discussed include the change from 
the exemption system to the 
credit system; the new unified gift 
and estate tax; changes in jointly 
held property · and tenancies by 
the entirety ;· changes affectingLawyers Guild takes on the Te~msters closely held stock and farms; new 
carryover . basis for property 
passing at death; 11fresh start" 
A dozen SUNYAB law A second speaker was a Detroit of the members to see whether or case in court to keep ,the· basis as of Oecemb'er 31 ; new 
students took part in wo,kshops attorney, Ann Thompson, who not they supported suc,h an democrat ic ac tivity . in the return requirements; redemption 
on housing discrimination, became involved in the movement increase. The arrogance of the International alive. and to provide of stock to pay estate tax; and 
analysis of crime in America and at its inception approximately six Teamster's leadership in almost challenges to the leadership's installment payment of estate tax. 
desegregation featu red · at the months ago. every position and on every level complacent attitudes. The seminar will be held from 
National Lawyers' Guild Mideast necessitates that the union's The TDC has no activity in 1 :30 to 5:00 p.m. with a cocktail 
Regional conference in Akron, 
"Lawyers can bring many control be brought back to the Buffalo at this time, the party from 5:00 to 6 :00 hosted 
O~io. of action created by the predecessor," he said. representatives said. However, by the Trust Department of thecauses 
Laridrum~ ri ffin Act. However,Guild chapters from Ohio, The fin al presentation was several members of the National Liberty National Bank and Trust 
the possibility of ever-successfullyMichigan, Western New York and made by Ellis Boals, another Lawyers' Guild have · suggested Company, which is co:.Sponsoring 
Western Pennsylvania participated challenging the lnternational's Detroit attorney . He, like Ann that they are willing to do lega l the program with the SUNYAB 
I eadership by doing so isin the weekend conference Oct. Thompson, criticized the work should a rank and file Law School. 
22-24. extremely remote. The BOyS grievance procedures .as "a· farce, movement develop here. Likewise, Jhere will be.no charge for the 
Market case, handed down by the totally ineffectual in giving the Professor Jim Atlesoh has been in seminar and reservations are not 
A presentation by a new rank U.S. Supreme Court in 1972, rank and file a remedy against communication with the required; but persons planning to 
and file movement ·which calls severely restricts the rank and labor leadership." Nonetheless· organizers of, the 'tDO and has attend• should call Allan Canfi~ld 
itself the Teamsters fov a file's ability to li tigate grievances felt the heBoal s that workers indicated his willingness to offer at the Law School° (636-2057) or 
represents shduld present their assistance to the1J1 ,as they need it. Jay Carlisle (636-2056) . ' Democratic Contract generated in the courts which could be 
the most . interest among Buffalo . submitted to ar bitra tion . 
Guild members. Moreover, a groundswell from the 
The Teamsters workshop' had rank and file is the only way the 
-Stat~ local issu~s 
four presentations. The first gave membership can democratically 
an overvieWi of the industry from regain control from the current 
one of the organizers of the new leadership."' Thompson explained. Ne~ program focuses on government la~ .movement who drives a truck for 
the United Parcel Service. · She Thompson suggests that 
traced the historical movement attorneys are indispensible in 
towards concentrating the aiding workers to press their A new program focusing upon political science, and management program and setting the processes 
trucking industry into large grievances against- the union, and issues in state and local students developed by Professol in motion·, h.e explained. 
corporations. Calling the labor creating pressure upon the government law is emerging at the John M. Thomas of the School of "Although student •involvement 
managem.ent techniques of the leadership. Since she joined the SUNYAB Law School . Management. has for years b·een salient at this 
UPS the "wave of the future," she movement this year, she has seen The State and Local In addition to the educational institution, the · degree to ·which 
described her working conditions it spread from Detroit to the Government Law Program is an opportunities for s tudents this Program has become a joint 
as follows: mideast region, and outward innovative response to the needs attending the Law School, effor.t is unusual, 11 according to 
toward both coasts. The dissident of the various segments of the periodic ·workshops and board member F·. ' ·Allen 
"We are given no basic membership publishes two population to which a conferences will be sponsored to McDonogh.
freedoms. The company regula1t1d newspapers, Convoy and Upsurge , contemporary law school should serve the needs of practitioners In · addition to co-chairpersons 
our hairlength and monitors the written by UPS drivers. respond, according to third-year and to assist attorneys wishing to Kaplan and Deutsch, the •lnterim 
wiy we press our uniforms and In fact, .the Union President, student David Deutsch and keep abreast of developments in structure includes an· Academic 
polish our shoes. We are timed Frank Fitz.simmons, was Professor Milton Kaplan, local government law. · Prow-am Committee, chaired by
with a stopwatch to measure the co-chairper,ons · of the prow-am's 
· A major thrust of the programprompted to respond to the David M. Asclier, a second-year
efficiency with which we unload attacks by dissidents at the board of directors. is the promotion of student and student; an Organization
trucks. It's incredible, much worse "As the implementation faculty research and writing on 
than the army." · 
lnternational's convention in Las Committee, chaired by F. Allen 
Vegas this year. At that time he prowesses, the program could contemporary problems in state McDonogh, a third-year student; a 
told those who questioned his provide another step in and local government law. Worthy Projects and Publicati9ns 
The management of the leadership to "go to hell." establishing the law school as a products of these efforts wi ll be Committee,_ chaired by Neil S. 
International not only fails to deal leading national institution," made available as periodic papers Cartusclel lo, a second-year 
with the changing nature of Deutsch said. to municipal attorneys and other student; and a Conferences and 
trucking industry, but is in fact in Another attorney from Detroit The Program ~ designed to persons throughout. the state w.ho Workshops Committee, chaired by 
bed with management, she h,as been concentrating on achieve several purposes, board are engaged in work relating to Professor Wade Newhouse. 
charged. The trucking industry is attacking membership ,dues that members said. state and local government law, Other members of the Board 
now at the mercy of a few large lave been illegally collected from It is to be an educational according to board members. are: Marianne Ballistrea, 
corporations. The directors of the rank and file. He has prow-am in the traditional sense Plans are being made to second-year student; · Steven 
these corporations and the represented, members of the observing students through a develop an information center Gerber, second-year student; 
lnternational 's leadership "play Teamsters Union Local in Detroit regular course structure. The more that will provide basic resources Steven Polowitz, second-year 
on the slime golf courses, eat at who took their leadership to conventional offerings are being for municpal law research . Room student; Karen Smith, librarian; 
the SMne restaurants, and have the Federal Court, again based on a supplemented by special training 4i2 in O'Brlan Hall has been Pat Taylor, staff; Professor Daniel 
wne attitudes toward the rank Landrum-Griffin cause of action. programs such as the Simulated deslanited to house the Gifford; Professor Jack• Hyman; 
and file," she said. "N9t only had the Teamster's Law Firm Program in which there !>eglnnings _ of a specialized Professor Richard Schwar.tz; an~ 
local in Detroit illegally collected is a concentration on municipal collection. · Adjunct ·Professor )lines L. 
For these reasons. she the increase they 1.5s,essed in litigation; a Seminar on State .and "One of the most novel and Mapvem. · 
explained, the Teamsters for a membership dues, but the Local Government Law Reform In exciting features of the pro11am Is, Persons lntemied In turning
Democratic ConlBl:t was formed. International itself tried to do the which participants work on that It Is being Implemented more about the Prowam or who 
It Is a response from 11111 part of very same thing at its 1976 legislative proposals for Western through a cooperative effOft !)f mlaht wish to become actlvely
the membenhip which is "fed up convention in Las Vegas," he said. New York State Assemblymen students and faculty," Deutsch Involved with the PrOl'am are 
wlllt the TNlllslen' corrupt "It raised the membership dues and Senators; a School Law said. A student-faculty board has Invited to either stop by Room 
lllldlnfllp and Its .,on laC!ics." by fiat without ever taking a vote Clinic; and, of course, In Public been established which pr11enily' 412 Of talk with one of the Board 
· it., , ! i: '.Jld ,rt, ~r•- - ........ Pol,!c:_Y Formation fllf i.w, Is worltinfl\".~~.lf!UN of~• mtmbers. t 
' , • t •• , •I a • t.., • l 1\, .. , I ~ .11i••c 
- '· 
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Th'e numbers game 
$600 million for 250,000 years of ~ 
protection· against 600,000 gallons 
• 
by David Munro wastes, and 200 metric tons ol and from commercial · nuclear 
spenl reactor fuel have not bee n reactors have been accumulating 
Nuclear Fuel Services (NFS) reprocessed. 
-now for more than 30 years, there 
Inc., which since 1966 has been Under the contract, however, is st ill no place nor even any plan 
the nation's first and on ly NFS reserves the opt ion of for their permane"nt disposa l. 
commercial reprocessi ng plant , relinquishing responsibility for the Tobe points out that the 
announced last month that it plant· if the corporation surfers federal government .should be 
wo uld be closing down bankruptcy or some other made to share any removal costs 
immediately. financial difficu lty, provided NFS for two reasons. "F irst, the 
In memoranda sent to the fo llows certain conditions. First, federal government has heavi ly reactors, and another 38 percent expected to range about 15 
fe deral Nuclear Regulatory inspection of the high-level waste subsid ized the nuclear power came from reactors outside of the percent. But this goa l has 
Commission (N RC) and . the tanks - which have a " li fe industry si nce its inception by state," he sa id : remained out of reach due to 
co rp oration's dozen ut ility expectancy" of on ly 30 providing millions of dollars for The ,co llapse of NFS also ra ises int e nse gover nm ent a l a ndmore 
customers, NF.S stated · that the years - must prove that the research and insurance liability questions as to the economic environmcnti1I concern about the 
.pr oject is "commercially wastes have been properly stored. subsidies. Jf the government feels fcasibTllty of nuclear power . probl ems of de aling wi th 
impractical in light of regu latory Then, amendments acceptable to that nuclear power is to be our Nu c l ca ·r c conomi sts had pllltonium - a highly toxk 
requirements that have arisen the NRC, who control the primary energy source iri the envisioned the reprocessi ng end of subst,mcc that is also a r,1w 
since the project was initiated ." licensing procedure, must be future, then it must be prepared nuc lear power ge nera ti o n material in nuclear weapons - and 
Th e NF.S pl ant, which formulate d. Finally, the NRC to share in the true cost of pr ov iding e no ugh re u~.1ble pr ob lem s e nco unt ered by
"reprocesses" spent nuclear fuel must schedule public hearings on producing such energy. Second, ura nium to cut uranium would -be reprocessing plant 
rods into reusab le uranium .and the whole consignment procedure, 60 percent of the wastes at West consumption in nuclear reactors opera tors . 
plutonium, and stores the which will enable interested Valley came from government and fos ter fuel-cost Sdvin~s - continued on page Sf:'ven 
rema ining rad ioactive waste, is indivJduals ·and groups to 
located in West Valley, New York , intervene and participate in the 
about 40 miles from Buffa lo. ultimate sol ution. 
NFS' latest tro~ bles at West Marvin Resnikoff, a nuclear 
Valley began last spring, after the physicist with NYPI RG and the 
NRC, (formerly the Atomic local chapter or. the Sierra Club, Power to the people 
Energy Commission) ruled thar would like to sec the consignment 
the faci lity would require clause of the con trac t attac ked. 
extensive design modifications to "For one thing," poin ts out by Bill Berry s i tu .1 t ion presents incredible other problems they have. 
-4- prote,c t agai nst earthquake Resnikoff, "ut ilit ic:s who, . ship opporu.p1i ties fur socia lists who Socialism is genera lly not 
,-.......tremors. West Valley is located Spent fuel rods to r-/FS cannot be "And the question remains ii want to do some thing, and recognized as an altcrnat ivr by 
only 29 mil es from the charged for the cost of solidi fying Massena's act ion will spur vo ters cspec i,1lly for socialist law people in this country. Wo•·King • 
Clare ndon-Lindon fault line. the liquid wastes under their in other conimunities, frustrated stu dent~ and facu lty. The purpose for public power can help tu pUt 
NFS est in;,ates that the cost of contra,t ... · and o,1gry- ·about l'ising ·elutrlc of this article is to outline- those socialism on the agenda because it 
altering the plant in' ,accordance "If New York State becomes costs, to also consider taking OVt!r opporrun itics, not to argue for allows: 
with the NRC safety reg0la1ions, responsible for th e rcm~va l of the utility systems and operating public power's advantages or to Ra ising the concept of 
toge the r, witll a planned .expansion wa5to materials, the¥• wi ll incur, them on a municip'cl} /e11e/. give a detailed account of what socialism in a way that makes 
of the .facility 's reprocessing this cost - which should certainly ~ 'If Massena goes1 cun Niagara the Buffalo ~roup is doing. sense to people. 1Community 
capaci ty, would have been about be a "reprocess ing' ' cost borne by Falls be far behind?' one slate The movement for public takeover of priva te industry is 
$600 million, and would have the utilit ies," he said. Resnikoff o ff'icial, who asked for elec tricity and gas in Buffalo is basica ll,y a socialist idea, cspeciall )I 
delayed a reopening until 1988. would also like 10 sec Getty Oil, anonymity, asked. 'And if that somewhat. unique in that an if it involves attempts' at utility 
The demise of NFS raises which owns 83 percent of NFS ' IJoppens, 11 ·ill BuffcJ!o, RoC'hester, openly soci;11ist organization, the worke r part ici patio n and 
several serious questions about the stock, become liable under the and Syracust• he lc,r ht•hind?'" Buff.do New American Movement expropriation. And bringing it up 
future of the nuclear power contract. "We're looking into New York Times, June I , 1971 (NAM) is taking· a major role •in in · the context or a plan to help 
industry. Fi rst, wi ll New York ways of 'piercing the corporntc doing the work~~md formulating pe0ple elminate some of th.cir 
State, which owns the land on veil' ," he added. Public power has h~l'n lhL' strate~y. This gi;,_oup is involved everyday financial problems, le ts 
which the reprocess ing plant sits Rich Tobe, co unsel to biggest thin~ io hit M,1sscn;1,N .Y. because the public power drive them see the idea of socia li sm on 
- along with 600,000 gallons of Assemblyman William B. Hoyt, since the 1944 carth4u,1kc. prcscntS frui tful opportunities for a rea l way, not as abst ract, 
high-level radioactive waste - be and a recent graduate of UB Law Westchester Cuunty officials socialist organizing. As outlined book- t y pe knowl edge or 
responsible for the cost of School , would also li ke 10 sec the arc in the midst of plannin~ the b y Bu ffa lo NAM, th ese pie·in-thc•sky dreams. 
removing such wastes? A NRC federal government assis t the , takeover of Consolida ted Edison. uf)portuni ties invo lve: Raising socialist ideas in a way 
report estimates that the cost of parries in any ultimate solution - The Peoples Power Co;1li tion, a The ability to achicvean aGtual that doesn't scare people. Public 
converting the waste into a solid both by sharing the expense of serious organiza tion of l,1hur victory . People h,1vl' to know that power systems already exist all 
for!TJ and remov.ing it 10 a safe solidifying and removing the· unions, consumer advocate~ .mi.I they ca-n win. The sense of aro und the country ; many 
bur ia l• ~it~ could cost ~s much as highly · ra dioactive wastes, socialist rev o lut ionaric) is helplessness which infec ts the municipalities have recently taken 
$480 million. estimated to br about $480 operating in perhaps twenty AmL•rican people, besides being over their util ities. Beginning to 
Second , will .s~fe-ty million, dnd in formulat ing a communities around the state. the result of a sterile bourgeois work for an idea tha t's accepted 
requirements make riuclcar power technical solution to present One of them is Buffa lo. ideology, serves to perpetuate the this ex tensively is much easier 
so cxpcn~ive that it will not be waste disposa l problems. The drive for public power is conditions which give birth to it. than blow in~ up a bank or 
able to compete with other forms Regarding the waste disposal gather ing strength here for two The peop le of Masscn.i 1von the refusing to fight in a war or 
of e nergy? . For de ca des, problem, N RC regulations basic reasons: utili ty bills, public power figh t and it is occupy ing the Public Service 
proponents of nuclear power have demand the solidification and expecially for gas in winter, arc possible to win it here. Commission's downtown office. 
pl ann~d o n the chemical removal of all West Valley becoming unaffordable for large The chance to sPeak to large Pub Ii c power pr ese nts 
reprocessing of "burnecl-up" high-level liquid waste to a federal numbers of people; the elderly numbers of needy and concerned possibilities for achieving an 
.1,.:r.lr-ar-fucl rods from atomic depository within ten years. There and others on fixed incomes arc people about how the system of enclave of power. Associations of 
plants to provide recycled sources arc two "ather formidable expecially hard hit. Moreover, the private profit rips them off. The pro li fera ting municipal utilities 
of nuclear fuel , in order to reduce obstacles to this requirement, und eni a bl e and increasingly ·,rimary reason pu'61ic power is could have the muscle to 
the cost of nuclear energy. however. First, the technology well -known, fact is that public cheaper is because municipal effectively fight the giant oil 
NFS entered into a contract required to solidify such a large power is-cheaper. power companies don't have to companies, wh ich presently 
wi th New York State in 1966, volume of waste is not presently There is real and sustained pay dividends to wealthy control energy sou rscs, b·; means 
mak ing NFS a co-licensee of the ava ilabl e. Second, although movement in this town around stockholders. People understand of nationwide boycotts, lobbying, 
reprocessing faci lity along with high-level radioactive wastes from the whole pr ob lem of this in a hurry, ;md begin to sec and lawsui ts. 
the New York State Energy the government weapons program unafforQable utility rates. The the same phenomenon bch ind The need and opportunity to 
· Reso urce a nd Development involve the men and women who 
Agencf (NYSE RDA). which owns work for the electric and ps 
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th e land . The contract, which runs, 
unt ii 1980, and which NFS has 
ann oL.i nccd that it won't roncw, 
gives ~FS totaLresponsibility for 
tbc. , opora ti o n , .. ~urve jll aJl<rC; 
rep laccm.ant and • .in$1.1rartcc 1of 
high-level radioactive waste \a nks· 
a(ld a low-level burial groun I. · 
Presently , underground stee l 
tanks at West Valley hold 600,,CJ!)O 
gallons of liquid · hi~h -level, 
radioactive wastes, . whlc,h 'Yi ll 
remain leth al (or 250,00Q y.ears, 
In addition, there is a 15 ~r~ 
burial iround for solid low-leve l 
..... 
companies. One or th e major 
groups which opposed public 
power when Eric County did a 
pre-feasi bility study three years 
ago was the I.B.E.W. local at 
Niagara Mohawk. This opposition 
helped 10 kill the county plan. 
With mounting rank and file 
di sco ntent over incompetent 
management, espec iall y among 
National Fuel Gas worker) who 
don't even have the tools they 
need to join the new plastic pipe, 
and a probable strike agains t 
- continued on pogf! six 
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The President's Corner 
Inadequate state funding hurts students 
-·· 
Oo Monday, Nov. 1, i testified before 
the Board of Trustees of the State 
University of New York as to the needs of 
the student body of this Law School. I 
spoke of how the law students here are 
being cheated by the Law School's 
so-called benefactor, the State of New 
York: how we have been mistreated not 
just once, but on numerous occasions 
during our tenure in law school. 
If one examines the status of the law 
students, it becomes abundantly clear how 
we are being deprived of our needs. 
Beginning from our entrance into law 
school through to the long-awaited escape 
upon graduation, we are constantly being 
denied the best possible legal education. 
Upon entrance to law school, one 
encounters an exhorbltant tuition fee of 
$2000. Considering that it costs the state a 
mere $1760 to educate that student, the 
$2000 appears eVen more outrageous. Even 
though UB Law School charges the lowest 
tuition of any law school in this state, it is 
one of the costliest state-supported 
institutions of legal education in this 
couni:ry. 
In the state's apparent effort to 
~ncourage greater enrollment in' private 
universities in New York, the middle and 
lower classes have been discouraged from 
even applying to law school. It is the young 
people from these strata of our society 
who will find it hopelessly difficult to meet 
Wide World of Torts 
"My love ·ha'dnoba~is • • • 
by John Simson 
This week Wide World of Torts ventures 
to-the wilds of the parking lot: Here,' in the 
d~pths of the Amherst Tundra, Plutos, 
Jaguars and Cheaters vie for precious little 
territory: It is a vicious sttuggle, Perhaps a'n 
omen of those later decisions not yet 
handed down, from that truly Supreme 
Court in the sky. · 
As with all struggles, there are the 
parasites: those who wait at the edge of the 
fray, to prey upon carcasses (carkey?). 
Perhaps a few of you have noticed this new 
parasite, perched at the edge of the parking 
shortage. It is that small magazine rack that 
houses: "Legal Lonely Hearts: The 
Magazine for Single Law Students." 
Those who returned to the green, 
verdant, abundant, plentiful, and most 
bountiful pastures of John Lord O'Brian 
Hall, its trees neatly dying in their rows, 
were mortified: How could anyone 
contaminate this wondrous isolation. First 
there was "SANDY." 
"I was twenty-one, tall and blonde, and 
in my first year of law school. I just 
absolutely adored Chief Justice Traynor, 
and implied warranties. They were so 
meaty, something you could really get 
your teeth into. I met 'Ralph' at the candy 
store, he'd turned around and smiled at me 
... (you get the picture?) ... He was 
strong and virile, and really interesting. 
Ralph was the only law student I knew 
who didn't watch ·Monday Night Football. 
He also Sheppardized Ann Landers. We had 
three wonderful weeks together, and then 
it happened. I found 'Ralph ' to be 
defective as a matter of law, and not fit for 
the purpose intended - at least not the 
ones I intended. 'Ralph' couldn't ~ome 
across with the goods - so, I sued him 
under ·,2.31 J{b) of the UCC. 
[Author's note: This excerpt is from "My 
Love Had No Basis ( ,',1012)."I 
Then there was Phil. "I was the only 
guy In my class taller than six feet. Sure, it 
was fun playing bas~etball with , these 
persons, but there were serious drawlncks. 
the heavy financial burden of a legal 
education. 
As if this h~avy cost of education were 
not enough, the Bureau of the Budget, in 
its Hall-seeing wisdom," unHaterally 
decided to eliminate in·toto the State 
University Scholarship, a grant intended 
specifically for. those needy law students. 
who are least able to pay for their 
education. A corresponding reduction in 
student loans has made this financial 
burden even harder to bear. 
Although the student body was able to 
obtain a partial restoration of these funds, 
this alarming trend of denying an 
affordable legal education to the sons and 
daughters of the taxpayers of this state 
must be stopped. The State University of 
New York at Buffalo Law School, because 
it is the only publicly supported legal 
education institution in New York, owes 
itself a duty to the state's citizens to offer 
them the realistic opportunity of an 
excellent legal education. 
Should the student be able to overcome 
the financial hurdle of payment for his or 
her legal education, more obstacles await. 
During the first year of law school, 
students are rarely, if ey:er, given the 
impression that their education is a( all 
relevant. There is no concerted effort on 
the part of . the school's faculty to 
encourage student participation in 
community affairs. 
Conseq!Jently, the lay,i school 
perpetuates its ivory' tower iITlage t6 the 
I met 'Pat.' 'Pat' was an expert in "tall" 
law and helped me bring suit against the 
entire faculty. . · 'Pat,' though, wasn't 
slJre abo'Jt · 'my ·Sraricting··:.:. ·~'inte ·•'the 
shortest tall person successfully bringing 
action under the "Tall" Law Statutes had 
been seven 'feet · eleven inches. When·· the 
Court of Appeals ruled against me, it sure 
did cut me down a peg."
IFor a fuller discussion of Phil's case, see 
"Tall People: Is it Raining Up There?" in 
25 Jabar Jabbar Law Review 611.J 
These were just two of the wonderful 
excerpts from last week's issue. 
I spoke with the mastermind behind this 
new rag in my office yesterday. He is a 
former Judge's Advocate, Sgt. Jerry T. 
Pepper. When asked . about his new 
phenom, Jerry said: 
"It was all sort of spur of the moment. 
A need was felt, and I filled it! Lawyer. are 
lonely. Mostly they've learned how to 
argue. People who argue are gonna be 
lonely people, huh! I don't have to tell you 
that. Those who don't argue, walk around 
quoting from the Code. It doe2 n't much 
matter which code. Need I say more?" 
McPinion: "But aren't there any law 
students who are interesting?." 
Jerry: "I will admit, there are a few who 
have escaped the RPAPL. There are a few 
who don't go on about Dower and Curtesy 
at parties. However, even they are 
borderline. They've learned that people 
love to hear about the 'Bloody Shorts' or 
good old Hairy Hand. - but deep down, 
even these lawyers slip into Chapter II and 
the credit for Bad Debts in stress 
situations." 
Jerry now has a plane as part of the 
spoils of his newfound success. The plane, 
called DeNovo, is coded with a W,,st's Key 
Number Control Room. Jerry plans on 
adding, two more Jets Into the fleet -
DePinto an'd De SantaMarla. 
Jerry also asked me to preview some of 
the upcoming in Legal Lonely Hearts to 
entice you into making that $.SO 
surrounding community. 'As future \ 
attorneys, we wil I come to pos~ss the 
invaluable skills to help effect change in 
·our society, yet there is no coherent policy 
within the law school to enhance this 
awareness. Indeed, there is a socializing 
influence in our education to conform 
rather than change.. 
Now that the student IS both poor and 
alienated, he Or she must overcome still 
another obstacle, inadequate faciH.ties. The 
law library ,is beautiful ; isn't it? One might 
be so bold as to describe it as magnificent 
but what benefit may a student derive 
from a library which fails to meet law 
school accreditation standardd 
The «c·quisition budget of ihe library, a 
paltry $128,000, is $70,000 less than the 
average acquisition budgets of t_he st~ law 
schools in the midwest and in California. 
By neglecting to update the various 
reporters, our law school does not meet 
ABA standards for accreditation. A lack of 
awareness on the pi\rt of tAe ·.. c.entral 
administration as to thb materials required 
for effective legal resea~ch has resulted in·a 
star~ed facility. 
Perhaps, the ll)Ost frustrating 
experiences of my fellow students occurs 
at the time when they are faced with the 
debilitating chore of having to seek out 
employment opportunities. It was not until 
October, 1975, that this school first 
employed a full-time placement director. 
But, that is not enough. 
LOST MY APPEAL 
by Cher Pro Bono 
1 0 1 
" . .. s~dde~1/ 'th~ jud~e wa~ ~·~~n ~~. 
wildly pulring at my briefs. Before I could 
dp anything, he put on his robes and leH 
the chamber. With all my pleading, cries of 
anguish and oral argument, I could not 
bring him back. Many thoughts were racing 
through my mind ... was this ,the end of it 
all . . . was I really going through all this 
. . . had I lost my appeal?''! 
Or the telling story of a young 
revolutionary of the 1960's entering Law 
School to help people, and to learn how to 
force social change on the unsuspecting . . . 
Clash Consciousness 6y Allrise Stevens. 
"It was my first day in law school. I was 
somewhat awed by the ~ids in their jeans 
ana flannel shirts. I was wearing my Hart, 
Schaffner, Marx and Engels three 
- continued on page seven 
' - . ... \ . ,.... 
· We neeH a f~11y-staffed placement offile 
where students may go ~nd ascertain where 
there are job opportunities. Last year 
budgetary constraints forced ' the loss of a · 
secretary in that office. Students do not 
want a gift,- they .merely desire adequate 
servicing of their needs. 
Some might say that there are already 
far too many lawyers and that therefore 
· the discouragement of entrance into law 
school.is a positive goal. Nonetheless, thCre 
are many who deserve the opportunity to 
become attorneys, particularly from those 
sectors of society which presently are 
undelrepresented within the legal 
profes~on:. the working claSs, the poor, 
and the disadvantaged. 
It is these stu,wpts who. should be 
encouraged to obtain a legal education so 
that they may represent the needs of those 
segments of the population who, have not 
been represented in the past. In this regard, 
manv students at this law scf,lool are 
engaged in various programs to help those 
who are least able to help themselves. The 
clinic program not only affords stu_dents 
\the oppqrtunity to_gain i~valuable practical 
·experience, but it .also pro\l,idh legal 
services for the poor who would' Otherwise 
be helpless. In addition, many . law school 
organizations sponsor programs designed to 
acquaint students with the needs of. our 
s~iety. 
The funding needed to mai•tain both 
the clinic program and the additional 
communitY,-011-iented proje,ts ·is r miniscule 
when compared to the benefits which are 
reaped b_y not only the students, but by 
society as well. The expansion of these 
programs is·ran ·absolUte necessity , jf ,our 
system , of justice, is to be fair• ,to both the 
rn::h< and,the,poor.. -'••··- 1,.1 .....~J•. 
, tt · call:_j>e' readily •seen ' that •many · 
studeptsr1at OU( l~w school strongly 1desire 
to '?Ii,, ~f(estive /ldyo9!!t~s of oyr rapidly 
changing society. ,U~fortunately,• t(le,State ' 
of New 'iork has not seen flt to meet this 
growing need for effeGtive legal advocacy. 
Students are being discouraged from even 
applying to law school because of the 
prohibitive tuition fees; tho-st who are 
fortunate enough to gain entrance into law· 
school are faced with facilities that are 
lacking; relevant clinical programs are 
underfunded; many of us are unable to 
locate em~loyment because of an 
und~rfunded and understaffed placement 
offj~, a bare necessity ~t any fine law 
school. 
In sum, students arrive at ' this school 
with an idealistic ' perceP,tion· of their ·legal. 
education,pnly to become cynics, ,of which 
there are already too ,many. I,\ is time for 
the state to addre~s this P,rqblem or society 
will suffer. 
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Hellman: deferJfl,ing freedom 
.pf th,,.u,ght and speech 
Scoundrel Time her owr, acts a·nd opinions but unwilling to 
by Lillian Hellman expose people she knew to harm. 
Introduction by Garry Wills The central part of the letter to the 
C.Ommittee is a statement of Lillian 
·Scoundrel Time is playwright Lillian Hellman's moral principles; her statement 
Hellman's memoir of her 1952 appu,ance is remarkable for her courage and 
before the House Committ~e on strength of her principles. 
Un-American Activities (HUAC). It is an " I am not willing, now or in the future, 
important book because Hellman valued to bring bad trouble to people who, in my 
honor more highly than her career. She past assoc1at1on with them, were 
does not congratulate herself for her completely innocent of any talk or any 
achievement - but the achievement is action that was disloyal or subversive. I do 
apparent and worthyof imitation. not like subversion or disloyalty in any 
1952, the year Lillian Hellman form and if I had ever seen any I would 
testified, was a year during which fear have considered it !T'Y duty \o have 
usually prevailed over honor. In that~year, reported it to the proper authorities. But 
America was still at war in Korea and to hurt innocent people whom I knew 
Senator Joseph McCarthy won re-election. many years ago in order to save myse lf is , 
HUAC was an ordeal for witnesses. Garry to me, inhuman and indecent and 
Wills says in the Introduction that the. dishonorable. I cannot and will not cu t my 
public viewed the use of a · Fifth conscience to fit this year's fashions ...." 
Amendment plea before HUAC as an HUAC's refusal of Lillian Hellman's 
admisslon ,of guilt: "If it kept one out of offer to testify on the stated terms 
jail, it alW led, in many cits~, to the loss of constrained her to .plead the Fifth 
one's job." Amendment. When one of the 
Playwright Clifford Odets appeared Congressmen put the letter ipto the 
before HUAC on the day before Lillian Committee record, Joseph Rauh surprised 
Hellman testified, and his conduct before Hellman by distributing copies of the letter 
HUAC was typical of Committee witnesses. to the pres,. Rauh's act accomplished its 
Three months before his appearance, Odets purpose. After the press had read ~he 
told .Hellman: "Well, I can tell you what I letter, someorie in the press gallery said in a 
am going to do before those bastards on loud and distinguishable voice, "Thank 
the Committee. I ,am going to -show them Goq, somebody finally had the guts to do 
the face- of a radical man, and tell them to it ." Lillian Hellman had shown that even in 
go fuck themselves." When Odets actually those gloomy days, heroism was st ill 
testified, he ,was , a friendly witness and · possible. i-' • • 
named,old friends as ,Communists. • • , • , • - Integrity is ofteii measured ·by • the 
It is somewhat surpoising that the suffering that a person is willing to bear for 
Committee subpoenaed Hellman  She had , the sake of her principles. Lillian Hellman 
never joined the Comm'unjst Party;and }he was prepared to go to prison for her 
sayl that she "ilidn 't know' lnuch about convictions. Her use. · of the Fifth 
anybody's J ~crmmuriist ·affiliations." Amendinent to protect others was, 
However, Lillian Hellman was living with technically, an act in contempt of 
novelist Dashi~II Hammett in 1952, and Congress. Lawyer Thurman Arnold warned 
Hammett was a committed radical. .She had her that this use of the Fifth Amendment 
played an impo,tanl role in Henry would land her'in jail. , 
Wallace's 1948 · Presidental campaign, and Although she was · never indicted, 
Communists had been influential in Hollywood blacklisted her and her 
Wallace's bid. lucrat ive screenwriting career was finis hed. 
Garry Wills says that what really drew " I had gone from earning a hundred and 
HUAC's attention to Lillian Hellman was forty thousand a year (before the novie 
her sponsorship of the 1949 Cultural and blacklist) to fifty and then twenty and 
Scientific Conference for World Peace, then ten .... " She had kr1own before she 
which was held· at the Waldorf-Astoria , testified that her stand before th~ 
Hotel in , New York ' City. Because the Committee would mean painful 
Conference included intellectuals from consequences: she and Hammett had 
Communist ·countries - among the'm the offeredtheir beloved Westchester, New 
composer Shostakovich - it was vigorously York farm .for sale before her appearance, 
denounce<d by' anti-Communist and she describes the sale as "the most 
painful loss of my life." 
someone like Shostakovich could evoke 
intellectuals. The fact that the presence of 
Lillian Hellman feels little anger toward 
the politicians responsible for her troubles.angry picketing outside the 
She had expected men like SenatorsWaldorf-Astoria is evidence of the 
McCarthy a nd McCarran andpsychosis of those times. 
Representatives Nixon, Walter, and WoodTwo days befor~ she testified, Lillian 
to act basely, and they did. Her rea l angerHellman, with the help of _her lawyer, 
is directed against those intellectuals of theJoseph Rauh, wrote the Committee a 
McCarthy period who either cooperatedletter. 'l'he letter _stated that Hellman 
with the Communist-baiters or remained 
silent. 
would waive her Fifth Amendment 
priv_ili,ge if the Committee would agree to 
Hellman believes that becauselimit its questions to her views and actions 
and not ask her to name other people. If ' intellectuals claim to believe in freedom of 
thought and speech, they are obliged tothis offer were refused, the letter 
continued, she would plead the Fifth defend people who are attached for 
exercising those rights. The claim that such 
Hellman was to risk a an obligation exists seems to be valid: if a 
Amendment. In other words, Lillian 
willirg probe into 
person professes to be sear~hing for truth, 
then he ought to protect others in their 
SBA is Inviting alt' ; t~dents to search for truth. 
attend the next meeting when Hellman 's .position that intellectuals are 
the body will discuss and vote obliged to aid political dissidents suffers 
,upon a proposed new from the sa me weakness as her claim that 
constitution and by-laws 'for people should not betray others to protect
the' studehts' ·jo\iernihg boc/y .'', ·; themselves: bo\h principles assume that 
lf,appro'ved by tfie dlrec'tors,' a , . people are capable of a high degree of 
referen~um the studentfor self-sacrifice. Experience seems to show 
body to approve the new that self,interest ~ the primary human 
constitution arid by-laws )Viii motive. Nonetheless, Scoundrel Timesbe held within 1S class days. challenges selfishness with an ideal of 
The meetlna is scheduled for 
nobility_that .has been lived.November 9th, Room 109, -
06:30p.n:i,. ·,• , , '., ..·,· 
· ' · , ,,,_.,. by'Bob Gold~rg 
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Lower Outside Corner 
by Tanis Reid friends who got into Harvard and Yale." 
11 Law review?" Geez, didn't Ed warm 
I dQn',t knOY/ )Vh~t it is, but whenever this guy up? Where is Ed anyhow? "No, 
I'm around older men wearing grey suits, I actually, I .didn't even compete for the 
have an instinctive sense to speak loud and board. I needed money and thought I 
clearly during the introduction, being could get money and practical experience 
p ar ti<;J.l[ar ly ·careful; to inclllde Mr. with "a job, rather · than just the experience 
. ·so'n'So's fUII name after the how do 's, but with the review." 
afterwards to only respond to Mi' . "Articles editor on the Harvard Review? 
So'n'So's questions or remain _politely I imagine that was the best experience you 
quiet until he and my father are finished. could have had to prepare for this job -
But Dad isn't here this time. But, then better than clerking .. . Well , actually, 
again, I' wouldn't be here either, if tf,~y some of my,. best friends ,ar-e · ,on ,law 1 
hadn't wanted me to be. They are paying review." 
for the plane ticket, aren't they? "Yes, I clerked for a litigation firm in 
It might even be enjoyable. It's been Buffalo. The other job on the resume? No, 
quite 'a while since anyone singled me out it's not very legally-related . That's right -
to ask personal questions. All my friends writing hockey stories for a local 
and family tired of the "I ~on't knows" newspaper. From the South? You couldn't 
long ago, and stopped ask ing. have seen much hockey as a kid then. But 
Actually, th is could be sort.of like a talk it's very big at Harvard I understand . Sure, 
show. Many nights I've sat watching Carson not much time - Harvard law must be very 
and planning my personal debut on the demanding, particularly with the review." 
show: certainly I wouldn't say the dumb "No, no children. Un unh, not divorced. 
things a lot of the folks on his show say. No, really, 'still single'. Kind of birth 
I wonder what image I should use. coritrol?" Geez, I wasn't prepared for that 
Perhaps the Lauren Hutton look. No, can't one. Maybe not heavy enough on this Miss 
afford that. one. How about the wide-eyed Brooks look. No need to get flustered . 
openness of a Shirley MacLaine? No, this Would you answer that question on 
place isn't looking for the innocent national television? Un unh. · Okay. 
approach· - the I-know-a-lot approach "Hmmh. Well, I think that 's not really 
would probably be better. Also, it's a relevanL" 
pretty conservative place. Maybe Miss Finally. Don 't lay it on·too heavy, but a 
Brooks. little convincing. This guy's not looking for 
Probably I should prepare some of my sincerity."lcametoyourfirmbecausel'm 
answers. Why did I go· to law school? How interested in drawing up real estate 
do I view the e)lperience? What has been contracts for banks. I'm very good with 
the focus of my research ? In what kind of details . . . demand preciseness in all 
law does the attorney for whom I clerk things." Don't go overboard. "I have a very 
specialize? strong background in English." 
Go through these answers one more "Yes, I am aware that you lost a suit on 
time. I've got 'em. 'Remember, don't get hiring discrimination last year and that you 
bogged down. Whatever you say, sound must hire females this year." Do you think 
like you know what you mean. Right. he tripped me up there? Quite possibly . 
Don't get nervous. I can't help it. Look, "Are you interviewing a large number of 
Carson never invited anybody on his show women? That is a good ddl more than the 
to give him a hard time. Right. five or ten students New York firms 
I wish I hadn't worn beige - I look like usually interview for positions. Yes, I can 
the walls . , . the carpet ... the furniture. understand - extra careful to protect 
Obviously they like beige. If I worked here against further allegations of prejudice, and 
I'd hate beige. Cool it. then, too, you are probably very selective." 
1
'How do you do, Mr. ~'n'So. Yes, a 11That doesn 't mean, of course, that you 
very pleasant fli&ht, thank you." No, I'm hire everyone you interview, just that you 
not anybody's daugliter, and I didn 't come don't send out rejection letters. Sure, 
with 'a date who works for your firm. 1'm different firms have different policies, I 
here to do the talking. He knows that. Yea, guejs." 
I knowj I'm the one who can't believe it. 0 1t's been a pleasure for me, too. 
Cool. Right. Awfully nice to have met you." 
"Very well. No, I didn't think it Not much class not sending out 
necessary to Include it on the resume. rejection letters. You don't think they 'll 
Ex•~~\_Y ,!Ji~~ ,~~JIJ 1;11 m'J,J!j<t!>e*Ji,IIP. r-n~1M11 lht offv,to.p1.y tior tl1e plane, do 
the L3X1 lhan my friends :-.~q i;qy/411,'l , .)ll)U~Jlll,a,1,Jfliak ma\l~h,_ij an •ageitt? 
pt into UB, but not ·qulti! as 'well·•~ my ¥op. · , . 
\, J, I ,,\ 4}\/(1 ../11\Cll vll'l<l 
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The clinical approach: survivor of the social sixties 
by Dean Silvers Professor Norm Rosenberg Th e apprenticeship system did 
who has been invo lved in the not vanish immediate ly, but it did 
With Bob Dylan making the program since its ear ly years, sees quickly lose popularity - in direct 
cover o.f TV Guide, Eldridge it as a prime opportunity for law re lat ion t o the emerging 
Cleaver gone businessman, Jerry st udents to ''deve lo p prominence of the university in 
Rubin peddling his wares in the understand ing and respect for American socie ly. One of 1hc 
grand tradition of Madison their clients, an abi lity which is most vocifero us opponen ts of the 
Avenue, et al· ad nouseum, one lacking desparati, ly in many trend away from practical training 
begins lo wonder exactly, "Where present-day lawyer-cl ient was Jerome Frank, who in 1933 
have all the flowers gone?" for relat ions." remarked, " that without giving up 
indeed, it seems like a long time " It should provide students en tirely the casebook system or 
passing. with an introduction to the the growin'g and va luable alliance 
As law school clinical programs lawyer in g process through with the so-called socia l sciences, 
were responses to the demands for teaching them aboUt the range of the law schools should once more 
dea ling with rea li ty advanced by skills lawyers must learn . We want get in intimate contact with what 
Cleaver, Rubin and Dylan in the e ffec tive , competent, crea tive clients need and with what courts 
late 1960's, how has the present lawyers," RosenberR said. and lawyers actua lly do." 
drift away from social concerns 
affec ted law st ud e nts ' Perhaps the best perspective on The pendulum had swung back 
involvement with the real world? a program like Buffalo's is an within 30 years of Frank's 
At SUNYAB Law School, the histor ical one which harks back to remark, as legal educators began 
clin i ca l pr ogra m , which considerably before the 1960's. to wonder whether legal 
emphasizes dealing with the legal Although clinical programs in the responsibility and sk ills could be 
"real" world , is alive and, by modern Sense have had a short adequate ly taught in the confines 
genera l consensus., well. Initiated lifespan, legal apprenticeship was of a classroom. 
.in 1968 with a $30,000 grant the only training ground for Another factor which brought 
Council Lega l from the on lawyers pr ior to about 1870. about "clinical thoughts" was the 
At about that time, the study social pressure wh ich led in 1964 
Respdnsibility, it has grown from 
Education for Professional 
of law began lo shift to the to the formation of the Office of 
20-30 students working 10 hours uni vershy where the "case Economic Opportunit y , (OEO) 
m e th o d ," d eve loped by and the inception of the "War o n 
s tud e nts with four faculty 
per week for Legal Aid, to 45 
Christopher Col umbus Langdell at Poverty" of the Lyndon Johnson 
members working on actual cases Harva rd emerged as the standard administra tion. 
for cred it . method of instruction. The first major step toward 
Power to th~ peopl,e 
- continued from page three 
National Fuel Gas in February, How will the City of Buffalo and is li kely to result in lurther 
there . is a good chance we can pay for the condemned facilities? alliances with municipal unions 
begin working with this union and We need to know the possibilities already working against the 'iaw, · 
gain thei r support for public for small denomination bond which can only strengthen the 
power. issues, the constraints-of city debt drive for public takeover. 
Private utility interests are limits, and the likelihood of And for the more quizotic: 
intimately connected with the changing state law to allow for the We . need to devel op legal 
local and national ruling classes. issue of special revenue bonds ju~t - arguments in anticipation of the 
This situation presents an for the purchase of the utilities. condemnation proceeding. Thi s 
excellent opportunity to educate Where will the el~ctricity and 
people about the way a few gas come from? The Power 
wide-spread clinical progi•ams in 
law schoo ls was taken by the Ford 
Fouiiaation 's decision in 1960 to 
fund the Nat ional Council on Law 
Clinics. (NCLC). The NCLC 
prOvided money' for experimental 
clinical programs, but in relatively 
small amounts. In 1968, the Ford 
Foundation took ano1her major 
step with the funding of the 
Council on Legal Edu ca tion for 
Pr ofess io na l Responsibility 
(CLEPR) which fundedSUNYAB 
Law School's initial clinic. 
Buffalo's first experiment grew 
from involvement exclusively with 
lega l aid tt, a governmental 
litigat ion program, invo lving the 
atto rney general's office, the 
di str ict attorney, corporation 
counsel and other iovernment 
le ga l agencies. But . these 
' 
1clerkships for credit" were 
criticized for lack of adequate 
supervision of students. When the 
CLEPR funds ran out in June 
1971 , the clinica l program was 
dropped. 
It was resur rec te d in 
September of the sarr1c year, with 
the backing of then-dean Richard 
Schwartz, Professors Wade 
Newhouse and Norm Rosenberg 
and several interested students, as 
a n "in-house" clinic. Staff 
memb e rs closely supervised 
s tud e nt s who_ worked on 
subject-oriented pro jects. 
Originally e·ducational law was 
chosen as the subject of: 'l)QSt of 
the clinical work but under the 
present program, subject 'areas 
have been expanded to.~ include 
• Juvenile, Y.oung Adult and Family 
Law. For the future, clini c will 
deal with Habeus Corpus writs in 
Federal courts, Wetrarc decisions 
in the BuffalO ar~a: 'a~d ~•pr~s~~er 
rights in Attica and Albion. 
Professors Michael Davidson, 
Jason Karp, Steve Lasher and 
Rosenberg arc instructors in the 
curren t program, and generally 
express enthusiasm and a higt,­
dcgrcc of motivation toward the 
program and its work. Faculty 
suppon for the program as it is 
now designed is encouraging, the 
instructors say, piJrlicularly in a 
periOd of try ing financia l times. 
Under the state 's austerity 
budget, clini c is a . limited 
program. Students are chosen by 
lottery and must have fulfilled 
prerequisites. One of the major 
goals of the program is 
m a int a ining a small 
s tud e nt -prof esso r ratio, 
instructors say . Expansion using 
internal resources is doubtful , and 
Rosenberg, who is presently on 
leave, 'is seeking outside funding. 
Dean Thomas Headcick is a 
strong advocate of the clinical 
program and has said that it wi ll 
maintain an important position in 
the law school. He suggested that 
professors might teach clinic part 
time as one means of alleviat jng 
financ,ial difficulties. 
For the / uture, there has been 
some di sc u ssion of a 
comprehensive interdisciplinary 
Hse rvice clinic" involving 
in s tr u ctors fr o m various 
disciplines. 
~egardless o f pos; ible ch; ~ies 
in the program, its goal of 
teaching• le gal • et hics ano 
professional responsibility on the 
road to 11 sensitizing 11 law students 
to their clients wi ll blr the major 
priority, according to Rosenberg. 
wea lthy individuals maintain Authority of the State of New 
control for their class. (For an York, th ough mandated by its 
example of how this can be laid enabling legislat ion to provide 
out see The National. Fuel Gas_ electricity to municipal systems 
Story, a NAM Utilities Project preferentially to private systems 
pamphlet, avai lable outside the and industries, is claiming its 
law school bookstore. I o n g - t e rm con tr a c tu r a I 
Involvement of the state. The commitments to the private sec tor 
Public Service Commission's role preclude municipal expansion 
as guarantor of the private with cheap PASNY power. (2/3 of 
utilities' profits is a part icularl y PASNY power is now being 
poignant example of government's "sold" to Reynolds and Alcoa.) 
subservience to the dominant Westchester County is fighting 
economic interests. this right now. There is a chance 
The monopolistic character of that a municipal power system 
the utili·ties. The visible cou ld force Niagara Mohawk to 
strangle-hold which is legally sell it electricity at PASNY rates, 
granted to Niagara Mohawk and a chance that the long-term 
National Fuel Gas over Western contracts could be voided, and 
New York consumers, is a window also a possiblility that Ontario 
onto the situation which pervades Hydro could sell us cheap power. 
in all sectors of the economy. The natural gas supply question is • 
The involvement of people in wide open. 
democratic decision-making as a We have to avoid the creation 
preparation for a new society. The of another unresponsive, corrupt, 
people who work for the public tax-eating city bureaucracy. 
takeover, and gain experience in Though m'ost of the impetus for a 
operating a municipal system, will vibrant , imaginative, and 
be seeing the possibilities for a democr atic municipal pow.er 
more extel)!ive and revolutionary system will come from the people would chiefly involve justifying 
"J. socialist society, based on the involved in the takeover, the inclusion of an "historical 
experience'fand principles gained themselves, these people need the 0rip-off element" in the just 
in a fight,-,;; the achievement of a outline for a management system compensation" calculus. There are 
reform which democratizes a 
small seclO~ of the economy. 
They wi11 ·t.i, more able to initiate 
that could most effectively 
accomplish this . The bare bones 
of one would probably involve an 
all kinds of possibilities with this 
tack: the utilities, for instance, 
have for years been figuring a 48% 
further democratic steps. independent (of the Common Income tax rate on their gross 
What is ,ieected of students of the Council}, elected managing board, income. 
law right now is some basic representing neighborhood and The Public ~ice Commission 
research. ~ough the feasibility utility worker irtterests. But much . computes their ..t _income, and, 
stu~y for which we are presently work has to be done on this. thus, ~llowabl1, ~tes using this 
petitioning will answer some of We have to formulate a 48% figure, in a,der to guarantee 
the followlng questions we need legislative strategy for repealing the utilities an approximate 10% 
to know the facts so W: can argue the anti-labor Taylor Law. Th_e return on investment. The utilities 
ln"lllgently for public power even abolition of this "no-strike" law IS have ntvtr paid this much tax and 
before '' lhe"'\ludy' "ts co;ieretei--~sS<!Milll to 0b,\ilil)ilJ& I,,~N1/1.Y1-s•Jre ,l'Upinl) tbj, exIra profits, to 
There are some basic ques\,ons!"' "'workers' support' filf'\hf\at<t!over; show it. The historical deficiencies 
cou ld be subtracted from a 
valuation of their properties, on 
the theory that the people are 
getting back money that's been 
taken from them. 
But the arguments have to be 
developed. 
Finally, just because you (,iop't 
consider youtself a socialist 
doesn't mean you can't work for 
public power. The local coalition 
alr eady includes Slominski 
supporters and definitely 
non-socialist labor unions, not to 
mention liberal-types. Somehow 
it's managed, already,.to argue out 
and reco111ize difference, and 
begin a petition drive with t~e 
immediate goal of getting the 
Common Council to appropriate 
the $150~000 needed for a 
feasibility study . 
If you are eKCited about \his , 
campaign and Want to work on - t 
any ·of lbe s,ulfle,ted re1earch 
- projects, help getting the petition 
signed, or just donate money to 
the effort, please call 881-5073. 
Copies. of the petition fact sheet, 
" Heat in Winter.. . Only for the 
Rich?" are available at ti>• 
Registrar's desk on the third floor 
or at tlie circulation desk in lhe 
library. 
i 
•• 
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:student performers 
Mµsic makes it ·better 
by Sharon Osgood 
"Music means as much to me 
as law: It is just as demanding as 
law, only it demands on a 
different part of my personality." 
Relaxing during a break in 
preparing for , the Moot Court 
Competition, second year law 
student Tom Cook described the 
interplay of music and law in his 
life. "Music helps with law in 
terms of performing in front of 
people. I don't anticipate stage 
fright as a lawyer since I have 
already gone through that in 
music," he explained. · 
Cook, ij Mark Twain sort of 
character himself, plays mandolin 
and sings tenbr with three other 
non-law pOOple ·in a country music 
band call~d the Queen " Gity 
Cut-Ops. Cook ~as been with the 
band since summel' ·and plays at 
Sardo·'s · 3 ·D Lounge every 
Saturday night. The band also 
takes other jobs when they•have 
time. 
Like most of the law students 
who are musicians, Cook is 
self-taught. 11 1 can't read music," 
he notes, but despite that he has 
been playing for six years, and has 
been with bands as an 
undergraduate student at Antioch 
College in Ohio. He enjoys 
jamming with other people, but 
his basic style is bluegrass and he 
prefers ~o play just that. 
Perhaps the most well -known 
law school musici~n is John 
Simson, alSo in his second year. 
Simson plays for" a living, 
part-time now, but during a leave 
from undergraduate work wlikh 
began at Cornell University and 
ended' at SUNY at Albany, he 
worked under contract, touring 
the country and recording one 
album, "We Can Do Everything." 
A solo performer, singing and 
playing guitar, John plays during 
the school year at UB coffee 
houses, Niagara Community 
College, the Library Lounge, and 
Mindy's Wine Cellar. "Music keeps 
me sane while I'm going through 
law school," Simson noted. 11 But 
more than that, it is a presence 
that gives · me some kind of 
confidence that no matter where I 
am I'll be able to provide for 
myself." 
Simson describes himself as -i • 
-:~ 
_. ,i-. /JjJ; : •1,• ,~ : ithrdugh law schc:101/' 
· 
a building, trashing ·the ~<>9kstore, 
or boycotting the cafeteria .. .!',
Yes all this and more can be 
ours 'in next month's i'ssue of 
Y 
Legal Lonely Hearts. E-:!ch issue 
·comes with complete, unabridged 
West Key Numbers, white book 
citations, and circles and arrows 
with a paragraph on the back of 
each one explaining what each 
product of the Beatie! 
phenomenon. He is basically 
se lf -taught, having begun 
performing at the age of thirteen. 
He did flirt with classical guitar 
and voice lessons, though.
•' . 
Becky Mitch~II, another 
energetic second year student, 
sings and plays guitar, beside1 
b.eing active on the Opinion staff, 
in the Women 's Law Association, 
al)d on the Buffalo legislation 
f>toject. She can be found 
performing folk music of tlie Judy 
Collins ·tyµ.e at afternoon UB 
coffee houses, and she is presently 
rehearsing weekly with a 
coUntry•western band, the Red 
Dog Saloon. When their act is 
ready , they will play for 
organizations and parties, she said . 
Mitchell's thoughts about 
music are much like Simson's. 
"Music is what helps me get 
~he no!~d. " which_ perfor~9 •musicals..- ' • 1' 
"I like it because it is something K~,ser misses the regular 
that brings people together; it playing he had been accustomed 
makes them fee l ·closer, and it 'gets ' 
me awat ' f;~'V law wtlen I need _ 
· som~r~l,1ef'. ,,1, ' •.,.I'. , ,. , J ... •., ,•J, , ._ 1 .. ,'l, , , ., , , ...:, .. , ;;•• ,.,1 , ,.. , • •i, , , 
. . . She has been playing guitar Placement pronaganda
since college -at Syracuse . 
Singer-guitarist John Simson feigns sanity as a product of 
Beatles phenomenon. Appalachian string band music 
is represented in the school by 
another second year student, 
Katherine Niven. Niven just joined 
the Rye Whiskey Fiddlers. a few 
- continued from~.three- , • months ago, but is already playing 
Wide W~rl~ '!f Torts 
University, and before that had 
sung in c;;hoirs in her home town, 
Jamestown. She has never had 
formal lessons. 
a partn~r .with my firm ... must 
be a w1ll1n.g partner and have a 
great working knowledge of Yak ·- continued from page three -
Matrimonial Law. Construction was recently
halted on a reprocessing plant 
Young, lonely, Yak Matrimonial owned by Allied Chemical in 
Specialist seeking gnu areas of Barn wel I, S.C., which was 
N supposed to cost about $100 
practic)(.) Sell Chanel o. million, but which might now cost
2
-
7lB(c 1 on your campus one billion dollars if completed. 
Reply Box 11 _!,nu York, N.Y. A I I Li:, d b I a m e s 
,____...,;__,;,.,.________________, 11closer-than-expected government 
BARJBRI supervision and fast-changing 
regulatory requirements" for the 
·Early Signup n.iscount bulk of its troubles. 
' '·• '· · ,t,::,O; Yet it ';s clear, according toJanuary Grads - Save -fl'J' • ,Resnikqff, that strict regulations$'l, must be enforced, because what is 
~QY •.~ , -.,- , ~ '5 • • • . being dealt with is lethal 
· AR/BR.I radioa'ctive wastes which will be
''.,'/~:· .':·' ·By t,egiste'ring for the B around for 250,000 years, and 
!Dar Review ·Course by November 12, 1976.. which cannot be released Into the 
Third-year Rick Greenberg and his flute entertain'•ta 
Law Scho.ol pa,ty. 
She is afii'njoist who played in 
a band with Tom Cook when she 
was an undergraduate student at 
Antioch, Cclllege, too. Most of her 
skill, acq~lted in the nearly four 
years she has been playing, is self 
taught, she said. 
Another second year student, 
Bob Kaiser, recently gained public 
r'ecognition when he appeared 
with the Ackerman Quartet at the 
Law School's Octoberfurst Party. 
He has only played t.h,.;>Qe ti_lJl , 
with that group, but he has 
previously played in the pit 
orchestra of UB's Panic Theater, 
piece, with arJ 1w\V ·\ll.a·t~h ·chain, 0ne was to be used in evidence gigs about once a week, in bars . Marine Corps representative 
and at weddings and dances. Captain T.E. Hampton recently
. • • incognito. I thought I'd be against us. . .1 
· inconspicuous, but in fact was,_the _ T~ere are also ·sou\-st1rnng 
only person wearing~ ,suit in my class,fied ads such as these: 
section. The prOfe~sor walked in . t , • • • • 
He was wearing··jeans 1.oo. ;The. ~S year old Senior Partner willing 
humiliation. I felr like t~kl11J ~vef.• to make you.ng female law student Nuclear power 
Judge Advocate General's• 
Programs 
Opportunities are available for 
firs't, second, and third.year 
students in Judge Advocate 
General's programs for the Marine 
Corps, Navy, and Army. 
ID· atmosphere under arf'f"' 
, For more information, contact: circumstances. "They pose , NBC, l\'.hich will present an 
Mike Cooperman 833-4151 Steve DeBaun !132-11155 long-term health and safety risks hour~ong special on the problems 
:..n Dolgo"al 832_7389 Sharyn Rogers 875-9168 to the residents of Western New of nuclear waste disposal InT w- r York and to the fish, wlldllfe and Jan'!¥,y was filming at the Wes! 
Lake Ontario . Yet NFS has 
admitted that the tanks are 
vulnerable to rupture from 
sabotage or major earthquakes," 
he said. 
An understanding of the real 
costs of nuclear power will thus 
have to take into account the 
formidable technical problems
and costs of waste disposal , 
Resnikoff main.!3ins. "Proponents 
of nuclear power used to tell us 
how cheap it was," he noted, 
"But by insuring reasonable safety 
and environmental standards, NFS 
is now telling us that it cannot 
compete economically with other 
forms of energy generation. If 
nuclear power is as cheap as its 
proponents claim, then whydoes 
New York have to bail it out?" 
to in undergraduate school at 
Gettysburg College, where he 'was 
part of a band and a jazz group. 
He plays both piano and 
trombone and has been playing 
both instruments since the age of 
three. 
There seems to be a consensus 
among both the makers and the 
appreciators of music that it's a 
welcome relief from the tendency 
toward homogeneity among law 
~tuctents. ;Sim!(>n put- it ' aptly: ' 
'
1There's a surprising diversity of 
talent among UB law students." 
(Ed. note: A second article on the 
•divers: mus/col talent ~round the· ' 
Low School will appear In the 
nex//ssue of Opinion.) 
,., 
interviewed first~year students on 
campus. Positions in thi9' program 
are still available for first-year 
students. All interested first-year 
'students should immediately 
contact Hampton at Room 205 
Federal Building, 111 West Huron 
Street, Buffalo, .or at 
716-847'3S29. 
Reggie, 
Robert Brown, Assistant 
Director of the Reginald Heber 
Smith program recently visited the 
law school ' to dis.cuss 
opportunities available for 
students wishing to practice law 
with public interest and poverty 
law centers. 
Representatives from the 
Reggie program will return to tht 
Law School in December to 
conduct personal interviews. All 
interested students should obtain 
applications from the Placement 
Office and immediately submit 
the same to the Smith 
Foundation. 
Director and Committee 
Placement Director Jay Carlisle 
will be available for individual 
consultation on Mondays, 
Wednesdays, and Fridays from 
10:00 to 11:30 a.m. and on 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 
S:00to6:30p,m. ' 
All first and second-years 
students who are interested in 
joinin1 the student pl•cement 
i;onunl~ should $ill" up in 
"
1Mdfe Tantillo 833-'41$.1 hun11n,1u~ of , Lalull lli'W1"1i'kl "'Vall~~1s{~ I~!["""·'~ ' Jr' .n:nr,-..•,~r!(m :'" I 11'.' '','L.-----~=:::,~,:::;;;_;;.,;;, ,-.• .•,."',."', "',.'."~,I"', "'. ... ,~, ,~"'..~,,"7,~,rn. ' JlN'tll .•./i•Jhl\:.;.iJ•,l,Jt.i oid° ,,;,11,,h1 , t¥ 11. , • ~ h1 ,,1 c•11 · •1••~ 1, w. , · • ,,,•• :~\.r' <,') <> • ~· '¼' ' 1 
1 1I l.lJ , I. · .,_, 
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the gospel acco~ding toIMPRESSIONS AllocationFenton "lecture 
questioned . , .- continued from page one Reality suggests that first 
impressions are important. LILITH 
- continued from page oneYour resume is not only a 
verbal communication of 
. . . is seeking infor­
goes to family physician; boy a tormented Dostoievsky? Of a 
differently from the creativity of 
your qualifications . It tells their summer employment in 
.mation about events 
another story - a visual order to work for the Review.diagnosed as a " rebellious, politically sensitive of interest to Western 
story, And it represents the Schwartz said that , 'in hisdifficult chi ld "; boy dislikes and Solzhenitsyn?" he asked. New York women.fll'St visual contact that a 
opinion, the editors had made awants to discontinue treatment; Coles talked generally about' Our December issue 
parents insist on treatment; one the ambiguities within the 
prospective employer has 
sufficient showing to justify will introduce infor-· 
year later physician says boy has profession of psychology itself. 
with you. 
receipt of the funds. He addedUnivmity Preu specializes mation on workshops, 
"resolved his resentment towards "What kind of mentality is it that that his decision was also based,on in effective visual comJmmi­ lectures, classes, ab­
his fat her." takes ongoing life and submits it cation. W~ typeset, not type, his view that the Low Review "Is solutely everything of 
yoW' resume in a choice of a very important part of the Law
_ Coles finished the story: nine to self-consciousness?" ..When interest of women in
six colon. Our paper ii the School and therefore deserves theyears later the boy is a college does acting out stop and Iiving this area.finest . We stock a complete 
complete support of thetudent and " the presidential begin?" he asked. If you know of ma­
candidate he favors lost in Kansas Coles pointed•out that "the 
Npply ofmatching blank 
administration." terial which should 
City." Coles enumerated the public expects redemption from 
lhHtl and envtlopn, We 
In addition to the moneytypeset co- I,u.n and in­ be included in this 
issues in the story indicative of us, and worse, we expect it from art inside ad~. Wt received by the Law- Review special feature, call 
typt mvtlopn. And we of­ editors, last ,year Jaeckle-Abrams Linda Enke, 831-4305.American family socialization : ourselves ... fer a ccnlplete writing and funds . were allocated, to finance Lilith la .a newhow we ~ring up our children; Finally, striking a philosophical consultation 1tr111... teaching assistants for thehow a child's beliefs are formed note, Cole suggested that this feminist quarterly, 
by hi• parents; how the role of the ambiguity within the profession is' 
The mult: • proftalonal 
Minority Student Pr"IJ'am, a publlahed by women 
psychologist, secular faith's priest, probably only indicative of 
rauml- one that makN an 
research assistant for the State , •imprn,lon. in the Buffalo are.a.. 
establi•hes the values. confusion as a part of life itself. In Call 831-4305 or 11top by and Local Government Law , Subacrlptiona -361 Norton Hall . program, and a trip made by"Why " Coles demanded his own case, he said, "I'm a $2.50 per year. Send
members of the Strassbergaren't the chi!d's perceptions: wandering, cranky critic . .. check, tG! 54 Grftn.International Law Society. polltical awareness an<! social suspicious of ideologies {because field St., Buffalo, N.'(.WE. HELP YOU The Jaeckle-Abram, Fund Is 
14214senslblllty nourished and they contain blindspots) and one of many discretionaryencourapd· by parents, teachers suspicious of answen." He likened MAJ<ETHEM resources at the dlsposal of theand psychologists7 . . . Why it to Freud's "Ironic despair and Dean.1Hould lttey . ~ •n any ,.. .......11 t.......~." 
.J 
